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ABSTRACT

In addition to cope with usual stressful circumstances at work, nowadays, it is important to examine what kind of mental capacities of medical staff are adaptive in respect of a new type of stress – job insecurity.

Special focus is put upon self structures as personality determinants and the role they have in coping. The aim of the study was to determine the role of the self structures in active coping with job insecurity. It was supposed that the increasing integration of self structures leads to increasing use of active coping strategies. Perceived job insecurity was measured by The job insecurity perception scale (Knežević and Majstorović, 2013). The Ego Functioning Questionnaire (Majstorović, Legault and Green-Demers, 2008) was used to evaluate types of ego-functioning; coping were assessed by the Cybernetic coping scale (Edwards and Baglioni, 1993).

In order to test the hypothesis the multivariate regression analysis was developed with self-regulation as predictor and active coping strategy as a criterion. A significant model \( F(3, 306) = 26.73, p < 0.001 \), was obtained with all the predictors selected as significant. The prediction directions were as expected - Integrated and Ego-investing self were positive predictors (\( \beta = 0.35, p < 0.001 \), and \( \beta = 0.16, p < 0.01 \), respectively), while the impersonal self singled out as a negative predictor (\( \beta = -0.13, p < 0.05 \)). The results have shown that the development of self structures is valid predictor for the active coping of medical staff when facing with job insecurity.
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INTRODUCTION

The work of medical staff is extremely stressful; it requires developed mental capacity to overcome everyday stress and to function adaptively in stressful circumstances. Nowadays, it is especially important to examine what kind of mental capacities of health care workers are adaptive in respect of a new type of daily intense stress what is stress caused by rising job insecurity.

JOB INSECURITY

According to Vander Elst et al. [1] job insecurity is defined as frustration of basic psychological needs. Klandermans and van Vuuren [2] state that job insecurity can be seen as objective and subjective construct. Subjective job insecurity represents a psychological phenomenon which is primarily characterized by the experience of uncertainty connected to the employment future where there might be significant differences among the employees within the same organization [3].

The job insecurity is a threat that each individual perceives and responds differently when it reaches a critical level. A great number of situational and individual factors determine the threshold of threat and influence the readiness of an individual to perceive and react to the threat: a type of affective attachment [4], defensive self-respect [5], authenticity and consciousness [6], etc. The perception of job insecurity is also influenced by certain demographic and status variables. The researches have most commonly examined the connection to gender, age, education level, length of work experience and previous experiences with the job insecurity perception [7]. Hodgins and Knee [8] speak about the personality variables that influence the job insecurity observation – first of all, types of self structures and dispositional mood factors.

SELF STRUCTURES AND THREAT

The self represents the personality instance which is responsible for the allocation of conative and cognitive resources which help the individual to establish, up to a specific degree, an integrated experience of the world and himself in it. Hodgins and Knee [8] represent the humanistic conceptualization of the self in accordance with the theory of self-determination, they point out that human beings possess an inherited organismic self, which consists of the main motivational apparatus and cognitive developmental dispositions. The developmental process is initiated by three basic psychological needs: the need for relatedness, competence and autonomy. However, the social surroundings can encourage or obstruct the natural tendency of the self to accomplish its potential completely. According to these authors, the quality of the ego functioning becomes directly dependent on how successfully the system integrates outer and inner experiences into existing structures. It also becomes dependent on the adaptability of structures in situations when they are faced with new upcoming experiences (primarily of a threatening character).

Beginning from the motivational orientation and the dominance of some of the personal self-regulation styles (the autonomous, the controlled and the impersonal). Hodgins and Knee [8] describe three types of the self: the integrated self, the ego-investing an impersonal self, which influence the perception and the processing of unpleasant experiences. The integrated self refers to the harmonized self system; it originates in individuals who got required social support in their efforts to satisfy completely their three basic psychological needs during their development. Individuals with an integrated self succeed in learning to value themselves and what they really are, to recognize the importance of their own authentic inner impulses and develop unconditional self-evaluation and self-respect. While conducting most of their
activities these individuals are intrinsically motivated; they have stable self-confidence, they enjoy social contacts and they are spontaneous in their reactions. Their self-system is open to changes and innovations and it is ready for research and for receiving contents experimentally from both, the inner and outer reality. With regard to other ego functioning types, the integrated self gives the opportunity for a more objective an more timely perception. Hodgins and Knee [8] point out that the ego-investing self develops within circumstances where autonomy lacks support. When this happens, the internalized social pressure and limitations stimulate the development of self-evaluation based on a constructed (fake) image about oneself, which is founded on acquiring approval of others instead of authentic self-affirmation. As a result of this, individuals are energetically encouraged by extrinsic goals, like money, fame and power; they behave rigidly, their perception of reality is selective and they are eager to gain confirmation and acknowledgement for their actions and behavior. The impersonal self represents the lowest level of self-integration. This type of self appears during the individual’s development and it includes personal experience in which three basic physiological needs were in a great way (critically) unsatisfied [8]. The vitality of these individuals is low and it points out to the common lack of motivation. These individuals display lack of intention in reacting, and when they show it, they have a wish to terminate the action as fast as possible; they get excited easily, they are often cluttered with information and overwhelmed by negative thoughts and feelings. As a consequence of this, these individuals withdraw from new experiences, they turn towards routines and repetitive activities and they get engaged in social auto-isolation in order to protect their own unstable functioning.

Given the situation of job insecurity requires effective self-regulatory processes that enable a high level of directivity of attention and regulation of cognitive effort, careful self-reflection, monitoring and evaluation of implemented efforts and action, it is supposed that only good self-regulatory processes and developed self structures exhibit the potential to successfully operate and to active cope in a stressful circumstance like job insecurity. In this direction, the aim of this study is to determine the role of the self structures in active coping with job insecurity. It was supposed that the increasing integration of self structures leads to increasing use of active coping strategies in situation of job insecurity.

**METHOD**

**SAMPLE**

The research has been conducted on a sample of 102 health workers: men (46; 45.1 %), and women (56; 54.9 %), from the three public hospitals in the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina. Research was conducted in the period January-March 2013.

**INSTRUMENTS**

*The Scale of the Perception of Job Insecurity (SPJI)* [9] was created according to similar scales [10]. The scale consists of 22 items, all of the items are expressed in Likert’s scale of five degrees. The perception of job insecurity was conceptualized as the accessibility of the working role for the employees for the certain time in the future, and it is made of three qualitative dimensions: the feeling of helplessness (affective dimension), the strength of the threats (affective) and the valuation of the possible job loss (cognitive dimension).

*The Ego Functioning Questionnaire* [11] was designed to measure three types of self: Integrated self, Egoinvesting self and Impersonal [8]. The questionnaire consists of 30 items that measure different types of self (10 items for each type of the self). All items are expressed on the seven-point Likert scale.
The coping concept in the article is placed within the framework of cybernetic theory of stress and coping formulated by Edwards [12] according to which coping is conceptualized as an attempt to reduce and eliminate negative effects of stress on psychological well-being of an individual. Following coping behaviours (five forms) were assessed by the Cybernetic coping scale [13]: (a) attempts to reduce symptoms, and to directly improve the psychological well-being (b) change in the situation – an active troubleshooting by trying to bring the situation in conjunction with personal preferences, (c) customization – customize personal preferences to fit the situation (d) overcome by devaluing the importance for the individual – importance that is generated from a disagreement between his desires and perceptions, and (e) avoiding – divert attention from the situation. According to Edwards [12], of these five coping strategies, the only active strategy is Change in the situation.

**METHOD OF DATA ANALYZING**

The descriptive statistics, as one of the statistics analysis, and multiple regressive analyses were used. Table 1 shows the descriptive indicators of dependent variables in research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Achieved range</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>The curvature distribution</th>
<th>The ellipticity distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in the situation (4)</td>
<td>4-16</td>
<td>11,59</td>
<td>2,65</td>
<td>0,79</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>0,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customization (4)</td>
<td>5-16</td>
<td>10,27</td>
<td>2,19</td>
<td>0,64</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>0,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devaluing (4)</td>
<td>4-15</td>
<td>8,48</td>
<td>2,94</td>
<td>0,86</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>0,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding (4)</td>
<td>4-16</td>
<td>8,21</td>
<td>3,06</td>
<td>0,85</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>0,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce of symptoms (4)</td>
<td>4-16</td>
<td>10,29</td>
<td>2,82</td>
<td>0,82</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>0,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived job insecurity (21)</td>
<td>35-105</td>
<td>73,93</td>
<td>16,80</td>
<td>0,90</td>
<td>0,26</td>
<td>0,51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated self (10)</td>
<td>26-70</td>
<td>50,54</td>
<td>9,50</td>
<td>0,83</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>0,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egoinvesting self (10)</td>
<td>22-66</td>
<td>43,49</td>
<td>10,18</td>
<td>0,81</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>0,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impersonal self (10)</td>
<td>10-51</td>
<td>25,58</td>
<td>11,10</td>
<td>0,89</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>0,48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After analysis, it is evident that from the normal distribution does not significantly differ not one variable (as seen from the index of curvature and kurtosis distribution, which are located within the values –1 and +1), and the reliability below the lower limit on eligibility (0,70) has the subscale Customization on CCS instrument. Other scales have satisfactory reliability indices.

**RESULTS**

To test this hypothesis the multivariate regression analysis was conducted with three types of self-regulation as predictors (Integrated self, Egoinvesting self and Impersonal self) and one active coping strategy (Change in the situation) as a criterion. When predicting the strategy Change in the situation a significant model \( F(3, 306) = 26,73, p < 0,001 \), is obtained with all the predictors selected as significant, as shown in Table 2.

The resulting prediction directions are as expected – Integrated and Egoinvesting self are positive predictors (\( \beta = 0,35, p < 0,001, \) and \( \beta = 0,16, p < 0,01, \) respectively), while the Impersonal self singled out as a negative predictor (\( \beta = -0,13, p < 0,05 \)) of Change in the situation.

Since the integrated self structures (Integrated and Egoinvesting self) encourage active coping and undeveloped (Impersonal self) are not associated with an active coping of medical staff in unstable employment situation, we can say that the formulated hypothesis is supported.
Table 2. The significance of the model and partial contributions of predictors in the prediction of Change in the situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R^2 = 0.21$;</td>
<td>Integrated self</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>6.182</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F = 26.73; p &lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>Egoinvesting self</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>2.779</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impersonal self</td>
<td>−0.125</td>
<td>−2.380</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

Results of multivariate regression suggest a statistically significant positive relationship between integrated self-regulation and the use of change in the situation and egoinvesting self-structures and the use of active coping strategies – change in the situation. Impersonal self-regulation is a negative predictor of strategy change in the situation.

Different types of self structures generate different levels of self-confidence, vulnerability and tolerance towards threat (threshold of threat) conditioning by this the level of a person’s defense and his openness to the current experience. The integrated self enables a completely authentic perception and processing of an unpleasant experience – such as it really is with full self-confidence directed towards overcoming of threat, while the highest level of defense (the impersonal self) leads to greatest reality distortions, withdrawal, avoidance and similar. These self structure characteristics determine the manner and level of activity in relation to the threat. It could be said that the development of self structures and increased integration of self-regulation encourages the active relationship towards stress in the situation of job insecurity and active coping with the intention of establishing control over the situation.

Taking into account the differences in the quality and quantity of self structures and self-regulatory processes, as well as the type of motivational orientation that lies at their basis, it can be assumed that integrated self in a situation of job instability will be directed towards action that implies the realization of personal target of authentic value. Implementation of the strategy change in the situation will be aimed at trying to minimize the risks associated with job instability, and the threat generated by job insecurity will be transformed in a challenge that calls for direct action. In contrast to the integrated self, egoinvesting self does not provide a good structure target, nor a sense of personal ownership and has no capacity for strategic planning, and is reactive, not proactive by character. Due to a lower quality of self-regulatory process, egoinvesting self-regulation lacks basic information and goals within specific, operational self-process, and relies on social comparison that is used for the evaluation of outcomes. Active coping implemented by egoinvesting self structures will be directed towards restoring impaired psychological well-being and repairing damage of the self caused by job insecurity. Therefore, both types of self-developed structures shall encourage active coping – change in the situation – active coping of integrated self will be directly aimed towards the preservation of work and reduction of the risks associated with the job instability, active coping of egoinvesting self will be indirectly aimed at restoring the psychological well-being of the individual in a situation of job insecurity.

The other research results also show that good quality of self regulation is a positive predictor, and poor quality of self structures is negative predictors of the problem-focused coping strategies [14]. Also, it was confirmed that the self-developed structure is positively associated with active forms of overcoming [15]. Identified regulation which is base of
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integrated self allows a person to be persistent in achieving the goals that are important to her in the long run; it encourages the person to be persistent and to foster activities that are not her actual interest, but which are important in achieving her goal [14], it is associated with positive outcomes in an academic setting, such as, commitment, psychological adjustment to school, perseverance and concentration [15]. In similar way, Blascovich and Tomaka [16] point out that negative excitement that accompanies response to the threat – which is characteristic of the impersonal and partly for egoinvesting self, reduces the capacity for coping.

CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to determine the role of the self structures in active coping with job insecurity. The results have shown that the increasing integration of self structures leads to increasing use of active coping strategy – change in the situation.

The most integrated self structure (integrated self) show the potential for the highest level of active coping with the situation of unstable job. These structures have the ability to directly confront the stressor – for them, job instability is the challenge. The less integrated self structures (egoinvesting self) indicate the potential for a lower level of active coping – they have the ability to confront the stressor indirectly through rebuilding the damage that occurred at the level of personality in a stressful transaction with unstable job.

The research results increase the insight in the phenomenon of job instability and offer a basis for creating organizational interventions aimed at strengthening resilience of medical staff to stress caused by the perception of job insecurity. Knowing the role of self structures as personality determinants in coping with the job insecurity threat it is possible to create organizational interventions directed towards the resilience of the employees. Taking into account that support from social surroundings influences the nature of the self structures [8], by supporting the social context, conditions will be created for the self to develop openness towards experience and to realize an autonomous regulation of behavior. In other words, the support from the social surroundings will influence the nature of the self functioning so that it will direct it and make it more or less open to new life experiences, or more or less self-determined and active in behavior regulation.

Limitation of research are connected with the structure of the coping process. Due to the fact that job insecurity represents an intense chronic stress with coping mechanisms that vary through the stressful transaction, individual assessment is related to a (separate) specific stressful episode and a coping mechanism that is currently used in this episode. In the study of stress is very important which part of the process is "caught" by research; optimal situation would mean that all research subjects correspond / estimate the same stressful episode in the experience of job instability and the stress of the same degree (magnitude). One way of overcoming the difficulties of this kind is certainly the application of a longitudinal research design in the research.
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